JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. The two types of reduplication in Fox will informally be termed monosyllabic reduplication and bisyllabic reduplication.3 Reduplication applies most productively to verbs; the bulk of the discussion below concerns reduplicated verbs. Reduplication is also found on adverbs, numbers, quantifiers, and particles known as PRENOUNS and PREVERBS. It is an extremely salient
5 Unless otherwise noted, verbs are cited in the independent indicative paradigm with thirdperson arguments (by convention glossed as 'he' in the English equivalents). The inflectional suffixes most frequently encountered in the examples are -wa animate third singular proximate subject of intransitive; -wi inanimate singular proximate subject of intransitive; -e-wa animate third singular proximate subject acting on animate third (singular or plural) obviative object; -amwa animate third singular proximate subject acting on inanimate object. Proximate vs. obviative is a discourse-based opposition within third person in Algonquian languages. Roughly speaking, proximate forms are used for the "main character" of a discourse, while more peripheral third persons are referred to with obviative forms. 6The aspectual distinction is sometimes very subtle. The same real-world situation may often be described either by a monosyllabic reduplication form or by a bisyllabic reduplication form, depending on how the speaker chooses to view the event. For example, consider the two reduplicated forms of nakiskaw-e-wa 'he meets him/them': na.-nakiskaw-e-wa and nakinakiskaw-e-wa. In a situation such as a family reunion, the speaker might emphasize the distributed or iterative nature of the event, meeting one person after another, and choose the bisyllabic reduplicated form. Alternatively, the speaker might choose to view the family reunion as an event extending over an interval of time and use the monosyllabic reduplicated form to indicate that people were continually meeting one another throughout that interval. (See Leer 1991 for discussion of similar issues in Tlingit aspect.) sa.-sa-kini.si-panasite-sin-wa 'he lies with his toes sticking out', containing the stem-medial morpheme -(i)ni.si-panasite.-'toe'). Reduplication on numbers or quantifiers indicates distribution (e.g., ne.-nekoti 'one each').
Reduplication on verbs is a derivational process in Fox: it is always optional, and there is a fair amount of lexical idiosyncrasy in the semantics of reduplication.7 For example, wa -wa.pam-e-wa, the monosyllabic reduplication of (Ic), is lexicalized as 'he selects him'. Consequently, the bisyllabic reduplication form wa.pa-wa.pam-e.wa may be used to express either continuative aspect ('he gazes at him') or iterative aspect ('he looks at him over and over'). Another argument for considering Fox reduplication derivational is that it feeds other derivational processes, such as nominalization. For example, kana-kanawi-ni '(a) speech' is derived from kana-kanawi-wa 'he gives a (formal) speech', the lexicalized bisyllabic reduplicated form of kanawi-wa 'he speaks'; mi-si-mi-si-ha 'Jerusalem artichoke' is derived from the bisyllabic reduplicated form of mi-si-wa 'he defecates'. Nonderived nouns do not undergo reduplication.
Turning now to the formal characteristics of the two reduplication patterns, we can make some preliminary observations. As can be seen in the examples in (1), the template for regular monosyllabic reduplication is a single open heavy syllable, prefixed to the base. The vowel of the prefix is a-, except before bases with initial Ce(.), where the vowel of the prefix is e.. Furthermore, complex onsets may be simplified, as will be shown in 3 below, which describes the monosyllabic type of reduplication in detail. The template for bisyllabic reduplication, on the other hand, is a bisyllabic foot with no prespecified segments. The first syllable of the reduplicative prefix matches the initial syllable of the base exactly: no simplification of onset, nucleus, or coda occurs. The second syllable of the reduplicative prefix, however, is subject to the same constraints that apply to word-final syllables in Fox, as will be seen below in 4, suggesting that the prosodic constituent dominating the bisyllabic reduplicative prefix is in fact the minimal word.
Both reduplication rules may apply to a single token: the output of monosyllabic reduplication functions as the base for bisyllabic reduplication, producing a doubly reduplicated form, as shown in the following example.8 7 Reduplication of certain prenouns (illustrated in 3.3) is obligatory when the prenoun is compounded with a plural noun.
8 Double reduplications following the pattern of (2) are fairly common (see n. 4). A question naturally arises whether double reduplication may be formed by applying the rules in the opposite order: where bisyllabic reduplication applies first, followed by monosyllabic reduplication. For example, wi-tamaw-e-wa -* wi-ta-wi-tamaw-e-wa --wa-wi-ta-wi.tamaw-e-wa. My consultant accepted this constructed example (and others following this pattern), reporting that it would mean the same as the form in (2c In both types of reduplication, the reduplicative prefix is attached to the left edge of the stem. An inflectional prefix, if any, is attached to the left of the reduplicative prefix. When a short verb stem, such as mi-n-'give', undergoes bisyllabic reduplication, material from the inflectional suffixes is used to fill out the remainder of the reduplicative prefix. Inflectional prefixes, however, are never copied by the reduplication rules.
(3a) mi-n-e.wa mi-ne-mi-n-e-wa 'he gives it to him' (3b) ne-mi-n-a.wa ne-mi-na-mi.n-a.wa 'I give it to him' (* nemi-ne-mi.n-a.wa)
In (3a), the stem mi-n-is suffixed with -e.wa, expressing third-person singular subject acting on third-person obviative object. The bisyllabic reduplicative prefix in (3a) is a copy of the verb stem plus the first vowel of the inflectional suffix. In (3b), the stem mi.n-is surrounded by the affix combination ne--a.wa, expressing first-person singular subject acting on thirdperson singular object. The reduplicative prefix in (3b) is attached between the inflectional prefix and the verb stem, and is a copy of the verb stem plus the first vowel of the inflectional suffix. The starred form in (3b) shows that the reduplicative prefix cannot be attached to the left of the inflectional prefix, copying the inflectional prefix and part of the stem. The interaction between reduplication and inflection will be examined in detail in 5. This introductory section has sketched the most salient features of the two types of reduplication in Fox. Before turning to more detailed descriptions of the two patterns, however, some background information on Fox phonology and morphology is necessary. All words in Fox are at least two syllables long and end in a short vowel. Long vowels are shortened in word-final position, whether or not the word is followed by an enclitic. In addition, most vowels occurring before pause devoice (see Goddard 1991b for details). If, however, a word is followed by one or more enclitics, devoicing applies only to the final vowel of the enclitic string, and not to the final vowel of the host.
Syllables have relatively simple structure: onsets may be either C or CG; an onsetless syllable is possible only word-initially.l? s and h are the only consonants that may appear in the coda. s appears only before a syllable with a k or kw onset; h appears before stops and w. Long vowels appear in both open and closed syllables.
Three other features of Fox phonology should be noted here. First, (underlying) short i does not occur in word-initial syllables, except in some forms of the intransitive verb i-'say'. Second, short e becomes short i in word-initial position, as described in detail in 4.1. Third, short o displays idiosyncratic behavior in some phonological processes, related to the fact that Fox o derives from Proto-Algonquian *we (Bloomfield 1946:87) (12a) kya.t-amwa ka -kya-t-amwa 'he keeps it for himself' kya--kya.t-amwa (12b) pye.taw-e.wa pe.-pye.taw-e-wa 'he brings it for him' pye--pye-taw-e-wa (12c) swa-sika sa -swa-sika 'eight' swa.-swa-sika In (12a) and (12b), the two forms of the verbs mean the same; the version with no glide in the reduplicative prefix is more common. In (12c), though, the distinct forms have become associated with a subtle semantic difference. sa -swa.sika means 'eight each', while swa--swa-sika means 'by eights, in groups of eight'.13 kw does not pattern with the CG onsets. If kw were a cluster of k + w, then we would expect that the w would be only optionally copied to the onset of the reduplicative prefix. This, however, does not occur: (13) kWe.hta-nite.he.-wa kwe.-kwe.hta.nite.he.-wa 'he feels terrible' *ke--kWe-hta-nite-he--wa The ungrammaticality of *ke--kWe-hta-nite-he--wa shows that kw should be analyzed as a single segment. However, if the n of tan-is mutated by a following i to s, then the stem reduplicates regularly: tasi-tasi-. (An anonymous referee for this paper points out that if the to. of to-hi-is taken to be a copy of the second syllable of the base, the reduplication is also irregular in that the rule which shortens vowels in the second syllable of the reduplicative prefix does not apply.)
V-initial bases. The regular reduplication of vowel-initial bases is
Finally, some variation between e and a is found in the second syllable of some reduplicative prefixes (e.g., both the regular ane-h-anemehke--wa and the irregular ana-hanemehke.-wa are attested as bisyllabic reduplications of anemehke--wa 'he goes off'). The variation does not appear to be significant. 17 This is an elicited example which has not been confirmed in a text. stands' (3.3) . For (33e), it should be noted that the glide of the second syllable may be omitted in the reduplicative prefix: ope-h-opye-ni is also possible, as is opa-h-opye-ni. The latter seems to be an example of the a -e variation pointed out in n. 16.
ne-t-esa-h-isawi 'I do [thus]' (24b) isa-h-isawi-wa 'he does [thus]' (25) /esiso-/ (25a) ne-t-esi-h-isiso 'I am named [thus]' (25b) isi-h-is'iso-wa 'he is named [thus]'
to an examination of the interaction between reduplication and inflectional morphology, looking first at the attachment of inflectional suffixes and prefixes, then at the ablaut process of initial change, and finally at phonological processes triggered by specific inflectional morphemes. 5.1. Inflectional affixes. As mentioned in the introduction to this paper, the inflectional suffixes attached to a Fox verb must be analyzed as part of the base for bisyllabic reduplication: if the verb stem is less than two full syllables, material from the inflectional suffixes is used to fill out the template for bisyllabic reduplication. Inflectional prefixes, however, never undergo copying by the reduplication rules.20
The following examples illustrate the copying of material from inflectional suffixes into the bisyllabic reduplicative prefix. Unless otherwise noted, the inflected verb forms are from the independent indicative paradigm. The verbs in (34) are built on stems which are less than two full syllables. In order to fill out the template for bisyllabic reduplication, some or all of the material from the inflectional suffixes must be used. In (34a), for instance, the stem amw-'eat' can provide the initial syllable and the onset for the second syllable of the template, but the nucleus of the second syllable of the reduplicative prefix must be supplied by the first vowel of the inflectional suffix. (34c) is a more dramatic example: here the verb stem is simply i-'say'. In order to meet the requirements of bisyllabic reduplication, all of the inflectional suffix -wa is copied into the reduplicative prefix. In contrast to the behavior of inflectional suffixes, inflectional prefixes are never copied by the reduplication rules. Rather, they attach to the left edge of the reduplicative prefix, as seen in these examples of bisyllabic reduplication:
20This could be captured in a derivational model by ordering reduplication after inflectional suffixation and before inflectional prefixation. However, such an ordering is unappealing in that it orders a derivational process after (part of) inflection and because it breaks up the affixation of discontinuous inflectional morphemes into two nonadjacent levels. A nonderivational approach stating well-formedness conditions on the reduplicative templates seems more promising and will be the subject of a future paper.
21 Conjunct refers to a set of inflectional paradigms used primarily in subordinate clauses. In actual use, conjunct forms such as (34b) are almost always preceded by a proclitic (either e.h= aorist or wi.h= future). In citing conjunct examples in this paper I have omitted the proclitics, since they do not bear on the issues examined here. ject), and -en(e)-(second-person object). Compare the forms in (37) with the following set, whose members all contain the zero allomorph of 'say to', followed by the inverse theme sign -ekw-as part of the complex of inflectional suffixes. The simple inflected form of (38a) consists entirely of inflectional morphemes: the inflectional prefix ne-, the inflectional suffixes -ekWa, and the epenthetic t, required since ne-is prefixed to a vowel-initial base. The reduplicated form of (38a) has the reduplicative prefix attached in the usual place, between the inflectional prefix and the stem. Since the stem here is zero, the two syllables of the reduplicative template are filled entirely by material from the inflectional suffixes. (38b) and (38c) follow the same pattern.
5.2. Initial change. As mentioned in 2 above, certain verbal inflectional paradigms are formed by a combination of suffixation and ablaut of the vowel of the initial syllable. This ablaut rule, known as initial change, is present throughout the Algonquian family. In Fox, initial change affects both the quality and quantity of short vowels but leaves long vowels unchanged. Short a, e, and i become long e. by initial change, while short o becomes we-.23
There is a formal similarity between the verbal paradigms formed by initial change plus suffixation and those formed by a combination of prefixation and suffixation. In both, reference must be made to the left edge of the verb stem (for prefixation or initial change), as well as to the right edge outranks obviative on the person hierarchy. A transitive verb containing the inverse theme sign as part of its complex of inflectional suffixes will have an object which ranks higher on the person hierarchy than its subject. For example, a verb inflected for a third-person subject acting on a first-person object (in the independent order) will contain the inverse theme sign, as will one inflected for obviative third-person subject acting on proximate third-person object (in both the independent and the conjunct order). 23 The initial change of o is another vestige of PA *we > Fox o. An unusual pattern of initial change is found in the irregular monosyllabic reduplications ma-ma-k-'big' and ka-ka-nw-'long': the short a of the initial syllable changes to long a-when used in a participle with no head noun (Ives Goddard, personal communication). If, however, the participle modifies a head noun, the regular initial change of a to e. applies.
(for suffixation). In the previous section it was demonstrated that the inflectional prefixes are not part of the base of reduplication but rather attach to the left edge of the reduplicative prefix. In the same way, the inflectional process of initial change applies to the leftmost syllable of the reduplicative prefix and not to the base.
Stem
Reduplication with initial change The fact that mutation and coalescence of w + e occur in the reduplicative prefixes is not particularly surprising. After all, the vowel triggering the phonological change is copied as well into the reduplicative prefix, so the environment for the phonological rule is met both in the reduplicative prefix and in the base. There are, however, two other phonological rules triggered by inflectional suffixes that are of greater interest for this study of reduplication. The first is a contraction rule and the second changes long a-to long e-. In both cases, bisyllabic reduplication copies the output of the rule but not the environment which triggers the rule. I begin by describing the contraction rule. Certain inflectional suffixes beginning with short e contract with a preceding aw to long o.. -ene, used in the independent indicative affix combination ke--ene (first singular subject, second singular object) is one such suffix; another is the conjunct suffix -ehki (third singular or plural subject, second singular object).24 (41a) ke-na-to-ne 'I go after it for you' /ke-na-taw-ene/ (41b) ke-pye-to-ne 'I bring it for you' /ke-pye-taw-ene/ (41c) na.to-hki 'he goes after it for you', conjunct /na-taw-ehki/ (41d) pye-to-hki 'he brings it for you', conjunct /pye-taw-ehki/ 24Both may be analyzed as containing the theme sign -en(e)-, for second-person object. There are other e-initial suffixes (e.g., the inverse theme sign -ekw-) which trigger contraction of aw-e -a., but the contraction to a-does not provide such compelling evidence for ordering reduplication after inflectional suffixation as the contraction to o. does.
